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TRAP SYMPOSIUM
Most of you didn't cooperate, hence there is not enough material at hand to conduct this symposium. The material which has been received will be used in the regular issues with the hope that it will stimulate sufficient interest to justify a full issue on traps at some future date.

NEW MEMBER
Mrs. Philip Boyer, Teatown Rd., Croton-on-Hudson, New York
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COWBIRDS FEEDING COWBIRDS

Dr. Harold B. Wood of 3016 N. Second St., Harrisburg, Pa. sends in this note:

"Laurence B. Fletcher reported watching a male Cowbird feed a young Cowbird with bread crumbs, in 1924. Walter I. Allen of Alameda, California, reported in the Eastern Bird-Banding News that he watched a pair of adult Cowbirds with a young one, saying, 'When the three were together the young bird was fed by the female after much begging'. Harold B. Wood on July 1, 1950 watched a male Cowbird on a lawn with two young Cowbirds. The adult tried to teach the young ones how to search on the ground for food, as a hen will show her chicks, but without any scratching. He would peck into the grass, then look at the fledglings about a yard away, and repeat that act, gradually moving closer to them. He did not pick up any food as there was none there. Finally, the young Cowbirds flew away followed by the adult.

"More observations are needed as it is a debatable activity - much so. I stood about 20 feet away."

ODDITIES

On June 4 Jeff Gill was called to evict a nest of Common Terns from a small cabin cruiser in Huntington Harbor, N. Y. Since there is no known colony of these birds nesting on the North shore of Long Island and since these birds seldom nest in single pairs, Jeff bet the owner of the boat that the birds were not terns. A fleet of three boats went out to the anchorage complete with news-camera men and motion-picture cameramen. Jeff lost the bet.

A week before he received a call from a lady who claimed her children had found a three-legged bird. Impossible, that is what Jeff thought. However, the three-legged young Starling is now a specimen in the American Museum of Natural History. When Gill had it the bird was alive, but badly man-handled by the children. It definitely had three legs, the extra limb growing from the hip and